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REPORT OF A BELGIAN TELESCOPE MAKER

SINCE childhood, I have been extremely interested in astronomy. Through reading SKY AND TELESCOPE for many years, and after making contact with other amateurs in Belgium who knew how to grind mirrors, I undertook this activity too, with good success.

Then one day, I got the idea to make a mirror of 40-cm diameter by hand grinding. Friends thought this would be impossible and advised against trying it. Nevertheless, I ordered a low-expansion Duran blank of this size, 8 cm thick and weighing 25 kg (over 50 pounds), and proceeded as I had earlier with smaller glass disks. Indeed, hand working proved easier than I had expected. The grinding required about 200 hours, and the polishing about twice that much time.

With a focal length of only 213.5 cm, this large f/4 mirror could not be adequately figured with the aid of the Foucault test alone. So I tried the Dall null test, in which a small planovconvex lens is placed in front of the light source to provide just the right amount of spherical

Near Ypres, western Belgium, Dany Cardoen stands on the observing ladder of his 40.6-cm (16-inch) f/4 reflector. It is an especially suitable instrument for photographic work, as the deep-sky pictures with this article show.
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In this photograph, additional weights are seen on the declination shaft and behind the primary mirror cell. They counterbalance the author's hydrogen-alpha spectrophotometer, parallel-mounted under the main tube. It has a 100-mm f/15 objective and, when fitted with a focal-plane occulting disk, gives striking views of solar prominences. The author has recently mounted a 16-mm camera on this instrument and experimented with time-lapse prominence movies. On the far side of the main tube, with only the eyepiece showing, is a long refractor for photographic guiding.

FILAR MICROMETER
(Pat. Pend.)

Already used by universities and amateurs alike, this new filar micrometer provides high accuracy at a moderate price. A new design, elegant in its simplicity, dispenses with traditional translation stages. The heart of the instrument is a special, calibrated micrometer screw with an overall accuracy approaching ±0.001 mm. As the screw is turned, a fiducial filament is carried across the field of view with exceptional smoothness and with no backlash. The micrometer is capable of measuring angular distances to an accuracy of ±0.1 arc second or better, depending on the telescope used. Valuable studies of binary stars, planets, and the moon can be undertaken. An illuminated 27-mm Kellner eyepiece focuses both movable and stationary filaments. (Barlow lenses can be employed to increase image size.) The position-angle circle rotates on ball bearings and can be read directly to 0°.5. For 1.25" focusers. 30-day parts warranty. More details on request.

$179 ppa. California residents add 6% sales tax.

RON DARBINIAN
1272 Villa #101, Clovis, Calif. 93612

Phone: 209-299-8094

aberration to cancel that of the desired paraboloid, when the mirror is being tested at the center of curvature (see the September, 1976, issue, page 210). But defects of the small lens could be seen during testing, so I abandoned this method too and finally went over to the caustic test. The light that is returned to the center of curvature by a nearly paraboloidal mirror forms a three-dimensional dis-
torted image, or caustic, whose coordinates can be measured to 0.001 mm with suitable micrometers. From these measurements, the departure of the mirror from the paraboloidal form can be measured to about 0.00001 mm, as is explained in Amateur Telescope Making — Book Three, page 429. At the end of figuring, the caustic test indicated that my 40-cm mirror was accurate to 1/50 wave of yellow light.

For a sturdy mounting worthy of this mirror's optical quality, I adopted the German equatorial design, with right ascension and declination shafts 6 cm in diameter. The whole instrument weighs 1,000 kg and is sheltered in a building with a roll-off roof.

The telescope has motor drives on both axes for precision tracking. Photographs can be made at the Newtonian focus and also inside the tube at the prime focus, with a homemade astrocamera. Most of
Over 1° long, the Network nebula NGC 6992 is well shown in this 40-minute exposure. It is part of the Veil nebula in Cygnus, a 2½° wreath whose expansion rate suggests an age of about 300,000 years. If the original explosion was a supernova, prehistoric human beings must have witnessed it.

**GOOD NEWS**

Due to the overwhelming response to our low prices, we have postponed our price rise on Celestron telescopes and accessories. At ASTRO-ENGINEERING prices are lower than any other Celestron dealer. We don't offer confusing package deals where you might get something you don't need. For this reason our free catalog includes the 32-page Celestron catalog. Owner's manual for any Celestron telescope free on request to help you select the telescope system best suited for your needs.

**NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICE**

- 12 volt portable party pack and charger (5 amp-hrs.)  $34.95
- Variable frequency D.C. Inverter  $45.00
- E-6 PROCESSING  
  20 & 36 EXPOSURES  $4.95

Mounted on removable plastic slide mounts.

FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A.
MasterCharge/VISA. Money Back Guarantee. Write for our Free Catalog Package or Telephone 714/646-3466

ASTRO-ENGINEERING
437 WEST 19TH STREET • COSTA MESA, CA 92627

**NEBULAE FILTER™**

COMPARE THESE FEATURES...

- Transmits wavelengths of Hydrogen-alpha, Hydrogen-beta, singly ionized Nitrogen (NII), singly ionized Helium (HeII), and doubly ionized Oxygen (OIII), all of which are found in the three classes of emission nebulae.
- Allows Deep-Sky objects to be viewed and photographed from the city and urban campuses.
- Rejected radiation from Mercury vapor and both Low and High pressure Sodium vapor lights, making light-polluted skies dark.
- Blocks natural Sky Glow caused by 01 emission (neutral Oxygen), making a dark sky even darker.
- Not only enhances nebulae but Galaxies and Star Clusters as well.
- The broadband (700+ Angstroms, green line) nature of our filter makes it useful for extragalactic uses such as comet hunting, etc.
- The ASTRO-ENGINEERING Nebulæ filter even enhances Auroral displays.
- Attenuates Tungsten and Lunar light pollution more than nebular light.
- Allows the astrophotographer to extend greatly the length of an exposure, previously limited by Sky Fog and Sky Glow.
- Allows infrared photography down to 2,000 Angstroms.
- B-B multilayer dielectric anti-reflective coatings increase image contrast and light transmission uniformly over the visible spectrum, and protect the filter from chemical staining and fingerprints.
- Our Nebulæ filter is computer designed specifically to meet the needs for both visual and photographic observations.
- Clear optical aperture: 23mm (0.91")

**MODELS**

- **MODEL #1 — 96" Thread-in filter**  $24.95
- **MODEL #2 — Series V drop-in**  $38.95
- **MODEL #3 — 1¼" thread-in filter**  $39.95
- **MODEL #4 — Series V1 drop-in**  $79.95
- **MODEL #5 — 2" thread-in filter**  $79.95

**WRITE FOR TECHNICAL BULLETIN (LPR-4)**
UNCONDITIONAL 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
3 YEAR WARRANTY
Mastercharge/VISA/Check/Money Order/COD-Free Shipping
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